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An ideal express checkout!

MoveFlow is an ideal express checkout in stores or as 

complementary express checkout in supermarkets, DIY 

stores and convenience stores. 

 The system has a small footprint and is very clean 

and smart, making it easy for staff and shoppers to 

understand. The MoveFlow Modular can be equipped 

with card payment and integrated cash management. 

ITAB currently offer two levels of cash management 

systems with different speed, capacity, simplicity and 

security levels. 

 MoveFlow Modular is available in different sizes to 

meet any store requirement. A mix of MoveFlow, 

TwinFlow or EasyFlow  is often recommended to create 

sufficient capacity for a mixture of basket-to-bag and 

trolley size sales. 

 MoveFlow is POS independent and fully integrated 

with ITAB SCO-API interface. 

MoveFLOW MODULAR X1
MoveFlow Modular X1 is designed to work efficient in most 

basket-to-bag scenarios. The unit is designed for express 

customers and can thanks to the modular design easily be 

adapted to customer requirements. 

MoveFLOW MODULAR X2
MoveFlow Modular X2 is preferably used in situations where the 

customer needs more packing space. Thanks to the modular 

design, the unit can easily be adapted to customer 

requirements when it comes to storage possibilities and shelf 

combinations.

MoveFLOW MODULAR X0 (Pay station)

MoveFlow Modular X0 has an optimized footprint and is used as 

an express checkout or as a pay station. The MoveFlow Modular 

X0 can easily be adapted to customer requirements regarding 

scanner/scale, cash management systems etc.  
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Scanner/Scale:
MoveFLOW Modular can be equipped with most 
common scanner/scale systems available on 
the market.

Safety:
MoveFLOW Modular is equipped with a  
selflearning scale system that will detect 
mistakes and attempted theft.

Bag Handling:
MoveFLOW Modular is compatible with bag 
holders for most bag types and bag sizes.

Shelving Options:
Depending on model, MoveFLOW Modular 
can be equipped with different shelving con 
gurations such as bag storage etc.

European Version MFM 2.0 MoveFLOW Modular X1: MoveFLOW Modular X2: MoveFLOW Modular Pay station:

Frequency: 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz

Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10 % 230 VAC +/- 10 % 230 VAC +/- 10 %

Absolute maximum power: 740 W +/- 10% 740 W +/- 10% 740 W +/- 10%

Standby: 720 W +/- 10% 720 W +/- 10% 720 W +/- 10%

Height: 1330 mm 1330 mm 1330 mm

Width: 1405 mm 1745 mm 850 mm

Depth: 750 mm 785 mm 785 mm

SCO Weighing range: 5 to 20000 grams 5 to 20000 grams 5 to 20000 grams

SCO Weighing resolution: 1 grams 1 grams 1 grams

Dynamic Weighing range: 5 to 15000 grams 5 to 15000 grams 5 to 15000 grams

Dynamic Weighing resolution: 5 grams 5 grams 5 grams

Custom Colouring:
MoveFLOW Modular can be delivered in any 
colour or multiple colours to match every type 
of customer requirement.

Light Tower:
MoveFLOW Modular can be equipped with 
various light towers depending on customer 
requirements. Choose between ITAB’s own 
solutions, or select a different standard 
solution available on the market.

Paiement par carte:
MoveFLOW Modular can be equipped with 
several different card or card/ cash solutions 
to meet every customer requirement (More 
information on cash management systems 
available on sepatate sheet).

Main Features MoveFLOW Modular

ITAB SCAN FLOW AB R ES ERVES T H E R I G H T TO ALT ER S PEC I F I CAT I O N S CO N C ER N I N G TEC H N I CAL DATA ,  M O D EL S ,  M ATER IAL  A N D SO F T WA R E W I TH O U T P R I O R N OT I C E .

ITAB Group

ITAB develops, sells, manufactures and installs 
complete shop fitting concepts for retail chain 
stores. The all-inclusive offer includes custom-made 
fitting concepts, innovative solutions for checkout 
arena and professional lighting systems. ITAB is the 
market leader at checkout to retailers in Europe, 
and one of Europe’s largest suppliers of shop fitting 
concepts and lighting systems.


